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Abstract
The simultaneous detection of cover depth and rebar diameter are among themost frequently encountered issues for inspecting
concrete for quality control and assurance, or evaluating a concrete structure. This paper presents a novel application of 2D
full-waveform inversion of ultrasonic SH-waves (2D SH-FWI), for determining cover depth and size of embedded rebar. The
method was applied to ultrasonic SH-wave datasets collected by a commercial shear-wave tomography system (MIRA) on
four concrete specimens. Two of them had 10 steel bars of the same size (#5) embedded at various depths, and the other two
had 10 steel bars of various sizes (#3 to #14) placed at the same cover depth of 65 mm. The results showed that the presented
2D SH-FWI was able to characterize both the depths and sizes of rebars. Except for the smallest rebar # 3, the difference
between the inverted and true sizes is less than 30% for 9 rebars (#4 to #14 at 65-mm cover depth), and less than 33% for all
10 rebars (#5) at various depths from 25 to 140 mm. For comparison, the rebar sizes could not be obtained with the ultrasonic
synthetic aperture focusing technique and GPR method, which only detected the cover thickness.

Keywords Concrete inspection · Cover thickness · Rebar diameter · Ultrasonic waveform tomography · SH-waves · NDT

1 Introduction

The identification of embedded steel rebar cover depth and
size is one of the most commonly encountered problems
in the inspection of reinforced concrete structures [1]. Usu-
ally, the information of interest includes the location of steel
reinforcement, [2, 3], the concrete cover depth (or distance)
[3–8], the bar size/diameter [7–13], and the likelihood/extent
of rebar corrosion [14, 15]. The goal of this study was to
develop a method that can effectively provide both the cover
thickness and rebar diameter information using a commer-
cially available ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) shear-wave
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tomography system (MIRA). TheMIRAwas selected for two
reasons. First, this device is lightweight and can be handled
easily on the construction site [16]. Second, but more impor-
tantly, the device utilizes a robust array of shear wave sensors
to generate dense signal coverage and ray paths for each
measurement. The relatively large amount of data, properly
analyzed, provides information with respect to components
and defects within reinforced concrete.

The use of Non-destructive testing (NDT)methods for the
acquisition of rebar depth and rebar size has been researched
quite extensively [3–13]. The majority of these research
efforts were utilized NDT techniques such as pachometers
and ground-penetrating radar (GPR) [5–13] and/or electro-
magnetic pulse induction [3, 8]. Pachometers are very useful
for determination of depth of rebar and they can be used
to determine the size of rebar. However, pachometers lack
sensitivity at depth below 100 mm [17] and are not capable
of determining size and location simultaneously. There has
been little research performed where ultrasonic equipment
utilized for determining rebar depth and size simultaneously
[3, 4]. Although some of research has shown showed GPR
can detect rebar size [7–13], the algorithms have not been
fully validated for determination of all commonly used rebar
sizes in concrete. Research involving the use of UPV has
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focused on the determination of the concrete cover distance
only. To our best knowledge, there have been no reported
studies using the ultrasonic techniques for determination of
rebar diameter.

With respect to data processing algorithm, full-waveform
inversion (FWI) is a very promising approach for imag-
ing reinforcement embedded in concrete. This method has
been developed in the geophysics community and applied to
image subsurface structures [18]. Using the complete content
(waveform) of measured data, FWI produces high-resolution
images of test objects than approaches that consider only
portions of the measured wavefield such as the first-arrival
signals or dispersion properties. Substantial progress on 2D
and 3D FWI methodologies for seismic waves (< 50 Hz) has
been made, at various scales from meters to kilometers (e.g.,
2D FWI: [19–27], and 3D FWI: [28–41]).

The FWI approach has also been used on ultrasonic
wavefields for nondestructive testing at smaller scales of
millimeters to decimeters [42–44]. A few studies have been
performed using 2D FWI for imaging of structural concrete,
using synthetic andfield experimental datawith ultra-seismic
wavefields at 500–2000 Hz [45, 46] and ultrasonic wave-
fields at 20–100 kHz [47] for evaluation of bridge abutments
and decks, respectively. These studies utilize the elastic wave
equations of vertical P- and S-waves (P-SV waves).

In this study, we present a novel application of a recently
developed 2D SH-FWImethod [48] on ultrasonic wavefields
for concrete structural imaging, particularly for determina-
tion of rebar location and size. Bothmass density and S-wave
velocity are extracted to increase credibility of the char-
acterized images. Compared to P-SV waves, simulation of
SH-wave requires fewer input parameters, and the required
computer time for the SH-FWI is approximately 50% of that
of P-SV waves. The method was tested on four reinforced
concrete slabs with embedded rebar of various sizes and
depths, and results are compared to those of the conventional
synthetic aperture focusing technique (SAFT) [49] and GPR
methods to assess the improvements.

2 ResearchMethodology

The 2D SH-FWI method [48] has recently been developed
for geotechnical site characterization at meter-resolution. It
relies on the solution of 2D elastic SH-wave equations in
the time domain for the forward modelling to generate syn-
thetic waveforms, and the adjoint-state gradient method with
Tikhonov regularization technique to match observed (mea-
sured) and syntheticwaveforms formodel updating to extract
material property images. The method is briefly documented
for ultrasonic wavefields. For the forward modelling, the
ultrasonic wavefields are simulated using the SH-wave equa-
tions [50] as:
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where vy is the particle velocity, σxy and σyz are shear stress,
ρ(x , z) is themass density, fy is the body force in y-direction,
andμ(x , z) is the shearmodulus. The 2D time-domain finite-
difference scheme [50] is adopted to solve Eqs. (1) to (3). The
free surface condition is applied at the top boundary with
stress-imaging technique [51], and the perfectly matched
layers [52] are implemented at the bottomand vertical bound-
aries to diminish the noise created by outgoing waves. See
[48] for detailed description of the forward modelling. The
model updating includes the following steps:

1. Calculate residual between estimated and observed
waveform data:

�d t , r � Dt , r (m) − d t , r , (4)

where m is the model parameters, which are VS and
density. Dt , r (m) is the estimated ultrasonic data corre-
sponding to model m from the forward modelling, and
d t , r is the observed (measured) ultrasonic data from lab
or field experiment. Subscripts t , r denote the t-th trans-
mitter (source) and r-th receiver.

2. Compute the least-squares error E(m):

E(m) � 1

2
�dT�d, (5)

where �d is a column vector combining residuals �d t , r
from all transmitters and receivers. T denotes the vector
transpose.

3. Compute the gradients for S-wave velocity (VS) and den-
sity (ρ) based on the adjoint-state method [53] as:
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where N denotes the number of transmitters. Parameters
σ

f
xy and σ

f
yz represent the shear stresses in the forward-

propagated wavefield, σ b
xy and σ b

yz represent the shear
stresses in the back-propagated wavefield by propagat-
ing residuals from receivers. Parameter vy indicates the
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particle velocity in the forward wavefield and uby indi-
cates the particle displacement in the back-propagated
wavefield.

4. Apply Tikhonov regularization [54] to mitigate the ill-
posed inverse problem through smoothing the gradients
as:
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where L is the 2D Laplacian matrix. Coefficients λ1 and
λ2 are the scaling factors between the regularization term
and the gradient term.

5. Update S-wave velocity and density iteratively along the
steepest-descent directions [55] as:
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where n denotes the iteration number, αn andβn are the
optimal step lengths for VS and ρ, respectively and
obtained independently by parabolic fitting [55]. H−1

n
represents the inverse of Hessian matrix, it is calculated
as the second derivative of the objective function. It is
costly to implement the true Hessian, and thus its approx-
imation [56] is adopted as:

H−1
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where

λ � 0.1maxx
{√
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}
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where xt denotes the location of transmitter. Wt (x , xt )
andWr (x) are thewave energyof the forward-propagated
wavefield and the back-propagated residual wavefield at
location x , respectively. Factor λ is used to avoid the
inverse of infinitesimals.

6. Repeat steps 1–5 until the inversion meet the termination
criteria, which for this work is defined as the maximum
number (40) of iterations is reached or the change of the
least-squares error E(m) less than 1% between previous
and current iterations. See [48] for detailed description
of the model updating.

3 Experiments

The experimentation was conducted at the structural engi-
neering laboratory in the main campus of the University
of Florida in Gainesville, Florida (USA). For the validation
testing of this research, four concrete slab specimens were
fabricated using two separate formwork designs (Fig. 1).
Slabs have the same dimensions of 1150 × 550 × 190 mm,
as shown in Fig. 2. One of the formworks had rebars with dif-
ferent diameters from #3 to #14 (English sizes) (Fig. 1a). The
second formwork had rebar with various embedded depths
from 25 to 140 mm (Fig. 1b). The concrete was cast in two
separate placements using each formwork (two concrete slab
specimens per placement), and the formwork was removed
3 days after casting.

The NDT data was collected using a commercial ultra-
sonic shear-wave tomography system, which is known as the
MIRA tomographer as shown in Fig. 3. The device has 48
ultrasonic transducers located in a 12 × 4 grid at 3 cm spac-
ing (12 rows of 4 transducers each). The transducers work as
both transmitters and receivers in a sequential mode.

Data acquisition using the MIRA device included mea-
surements along the central line (length) for each slab. The
ultrasonic data was collected at a total of five locations every
200mm. For each test location, the first wavefield induced by
the first row of transducers (4 transducers acting as transmit-
ters simultaneously) was recorded by the eleven remaining
rows of transducers (rows 2 to 12). The secondwavefield was
induced by the second row of transducers is only recorded by
the ten remaining rows of transducers (row 3 to 12). Based
on the reciprocity, the wavefield is identical if the transmitter
and receiver are switched locations. The second wavefield
recorded by the first row is the same as the first wavefield
recorded by the second row, thus there is no need for redun-
dant measurements. The process was continued until the
last wavefield induced by the 11-th row of transducers and
recorded by the 12-th row of transducers. For each test loca-
tion, a total of 66 measurements were recorded for the total
recording time of 0.6 ms with a sampling rate of 1 microsec-
ond.

3.1 Analysis of a Sample Dataset

The analysis of one sample dataset is presented in detail to
demonstrate the capability of the presented SH-FWI algo-
rithm. The data was collected at a location on a slab as shown
in Fig. 3a and b for the top and side views, respectively. The
MIRA scanning area includes three rebars with sizes of #6,
#5 and #4 from left to right, respectively. The datawas filtered
through the frequency bandwidth of 20 to 70 kHz, and signals
outside of the selected bandwidth were not consistent, and
thus removed from the analysis. Shown in Fig. 4a is the mea-
sured waveform data in the time domain induced by the first
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Fig. 1 The formworks used for
concrete slab casting: a rebars
with different sizes, and b rebars
with different embedded depths

Fig. 2 The finished concrete
slabs: a rebars with different
sizes, and b rebars with different
depths

Fig. 3 The MIRA used for data sampling: a top view, and b side view

row of transmitters, and its corresponding frequency spec-
trum with the central frequency of approximately 45 kHz.

The medium of 350 mm × 200 mm (length × depth) was
used for the SH-FWI analysis. The length was selected based
on theMIRA transducer grid length of 330 mm (11 spaces of
30 mm) and 10mm added in each side. The medium depth of

200 mmwas intentionally chosen thicker than the true thick-
ness (190 mm) of concrete slabs to conveniently handle the
bottom boundary. The perfectly matched layer (PML) was
implemented at the bottom and two vertical boundaries of
the medium to absorb outgoing waves of simulated wave-
fields. The advantages of this approach include that: (1) the
true thickness of slab is not required for analysis, (2) the
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Fig. 4 Experiment: a the measured waveform and frequency distribution, b the estimated source signatures associated with the initial model, c the
homogenous initial model based on measured Vs and density of concrete, and d final inverted result

free surface condition at the bottom boundary is not required
to implement in the forward simulation, and (3) the slab
thickness can be interpreted from the inverted result. The
mediumwas discretized into 2× 2-mm cells for both the for-
ward modelling and model updating. The cell size of 2 mm
was selected to maintain at least 10 grid points per mini-
mum wavelength for accurate wave simulation, and provide
desired high-resolution inverted images.

For inversion, appropriate initial models for both VS and
density are needed to avoid local solutions causedby the cycle
skipping (matching of wrong waveform peaks). For VS, the
initial model was determined from VS values provided by

the MIRA system, which were approximately from 2490 to
2530m/s at different sampling locations. The initial model of
VS was selected as a homogenousmodel of 2500m/s (Fig. 4c,
bottom). The initialmodel of densitywas determined through
the direct measurement of concrete specimens. Three cylin-
drical concrete specimens were made during slab casting,
and the average density measured from these specimens was
approximately 2300 kg/m3 that was used as the initial model
of density (Fig. 4c, top). It is noted that density of 2300 kg/m3

is the typical value for concrete density, and can be assumed
for waveform analysis, in case of no direct measurement of
density.
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The source signature (pulse induced by a transmitter) was
estimated based on the method proposed for GPR data [57]
and for seismic data [47]. A Ricker wavelet that has the
central frequency of the filtered measured data is used as
an assumed source for the forward simulation to derive the
Green’s function G( f , x , m) associated with the model m
as:

G( f , x , m) � D( f , x , m)

W( f )
, (14)

where x indicates the location for a transmitter and receiver
pair, D( f , x , m) andW( f ) represent the syntheticwavefield
and source signature at frequency f , respectively. It is noted
that any smooth wavelets can be used for the forward simula-
tion to compute the Green’s function. The estimated source
was then calculated as West( f ) � d( f , x , m)/G( f , x , m)

in the frequency domain, where d( f , x , m) is the mea-
sured wavefield. As there are many pairs of transmitters
and receivers, the least-squares technique of solving the
overdetermined system of equations [58] was applied to
determine the best source among all transmitter–receiver off-
sets. Finally, the frequency-domain source was transformed
to the time domain, and used for the forward simulation.
Figure 4b represents the estimated source signatures for all
transmitters associated with the initial model. Both mag-
nitude and phase of the source were determined, and their
similarity suggests the consistent wave energy generated by
the MIRA.

To account for the attenuation in themeasuredwaveforms,
a calibration function [59] was applied for correcting the
estimated waveform data:

y(r) � Arb (15)

where r corresponds to the transmitter–receiver offset, the
factor A and exponent b were determined by minimizing the
energy of waveform residuals. This calibration function was
determined at the beginning of each run, and kept constant
during inversion.

Density and VS models were updated simultaneously and
independently during inversion. The inversion stopped when
it reached the predefined maximum iterations of 40. The run-
ning time for the entire inversion is approximately 20minon a
desktop computer (Dell Precision, 40 cores of 2.0 GHz each,
1.0 TBRAM). The least-squares error for the entire inversion
is shown in Fig. 5. It decreases gradually from 1204 at the
beginning to 202 at the end of analysis.

The comparison between themeasured data and estimated
data associatedwith the initial model, and the initial residuals
are provided in Fig. 6a and c, respectively. No information
with respect to the reinforcement and concrete-air interface

Fig. 5 Least-squares error versus the iteration number

(back-wall) is included in the initial model, no signal reflec-
tions were produced. Conversely, signal reflections exist in
the measured data, but not in the initial estimated data, they
remain in the initial residuals (Fig. 6c). The residuals clearly
show the reflections from the reinforcement and back-wall.
Shown in Fig. 6b and d are the comparison between the mea-
sured data and the final estimated data associated with the
final inverted model, and the final residuals, respectively.
The waveform match improved considerably during inver-
sion from Fig. 6a, b, and the measured and final estimated
data provided a reasonable fit for each of the channels. As
the reinforcement and back-wall were inverted, the signal
reflections from them existed in the estimated data, and thus
the residuals decreased significantly for all channels, from
Fig. 6c, d.

The final inverted result is shown in Fig. 4d, where
three embedded rebars are imaged accurately in both den-
sity and VS models. The inverted reinforcement has VS

of ~ 3000–3500 m/s, accompanying with the density ~
3500–4000 kg/m3. The inverted VS value is around the true
VS value of steel, however, the inverted density is lower than
its true value of about 7800 kg/m3. This is due to two reasons:
(1) the used initial value of 2300 kg/m3 is too far off the true
density of steel, and (2) the adopted Tikhonov regulariza-
tion smooths the gradient that leads to constrained parameter
updating. In addition, the inverted reinforcement at left and
right sides are not circular due to the limited signal coverage
since those reinforcing steel rebars are near the edges of the
MIRA device as shown in Fig. 3b. The concrete-air inter-
face is located at 0.19 m, which is consistent with the true
slab thickness as the air layer starts from the depth of 0.19 m
to the model bottom. Instead of zeros values, the inverted
VS and density values of air layer are close to 500 m/s and
500 kg/m3, respectively. This is because of no signals passing
through the zone below the slab, and the analysis can only
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Fig. 6 Waveform comparison for the first shot: a observed data and estimated data from the initial model, b observed data and estimated data from
the final inverted model, c initial residual associated with the initial model, and d final residual associated with the final inverted model

invert the contrast in the material properties at the concrete-
air interface, and cannot accurately invert the air below the
slab. Nevertheless, the SH-FWI produced excellent results
with accurate rebar locations and back-wall in both density
and VS images.

3.2 Complete Results from Four Concrete Slabs

To build the cross-section of each concrete slab, the ultra-
sonic waveforms from the five datasets produced from the
MIRAwere analyzed using the same procedure presented for
the sample dataset. The five individual inverted results were

combined and processed to reconstruct the cross-section of
each slab. Because of theMIRA sampling interval of 200mm
and inverted image of 350 mm length (e.g., Fig. 4d), there
is an overlap zone of 150 mm length between two adjacent
sampling areas. The density andVS values within the overlap
zone were taken as the average of the corresponding values
from the two inverted results. The benefit of the averaging is
that some artifacts caused by noise were mitigated, and the
images of reinforcement were enhanced.

For the two slabs with rebars of various sizes, the recon-
structed cross-sections from the SH-FWI are shown in Figs. 7
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Fig. 7 The inverted cross-section results comparison: a true rebars with different sizes of #3, #4, #5, #6, #7 from left to right, respectively, b the
inverted result from SH-FWI (black circles represent the predicted rebars from the contour map), c the SAFT result

and 8, together with the slab photos that show the reinforce-
ment with various sizes from #3 to #14. The cross-sections
have a total length of 1150 mm and a depth of 200 mm.
Compared to the ground truth (Figs. 7a, 8a), the SH-FWI
accurately characterizes the existence and locations of all
rebars in both density and VS images (Figs. 7b, 8b). The
double information of density and VS images provides better
reliability of characterized results, which is particularly use-
ful in case of deteriorated structureswith low quality data and
resulting images [16]. In addition, shearmodulus can be com-
puted (density × VS

2) for subsequent engineering analyses
such as concrete strength (moduli), stress–strain, and load-
deformation behaviors. Lastly, the concrete-air interface is
imaged at a distance of 0.19 m from the surface, showing
strong agreement with the true thickness of concrete slabs.

To rigorously evaluate rebar sizes, we use contour maps
and measure the area of individual inverted rebar within each
contour. The goal is to find a common criterion to determine
the contour values that can estimate the rebar sizes for all
20 rebars (10 at the same depths and 10 at various depths).

As the inverted Vs and density of deeper rebars are lower
(less accurate) due to less signal coverage caused by the
wave attenuation, common contour values do not work well
for deep rebars. However, inverted Vs and density are much
higher than those of concrete, we instead used the adaptive
contour values based on the difference (contrast) between
inverted values of rebars and concrete. Specifically, a con-
tour value of Vs for each rebar is set as:

V scontour � V sconcrete + γ [max(V srebar ) − V sconcrete],
(16)

where V sconcrete is the average Vs for concrete (2,500 m/s).
Parameter max(V srebar ) is the maximum inverted Vs of a
rebar, which was automatically searched among all inverted
Vs values of cellswithin 5 cm (<half of rebar spacing) around
the rebar. The threshold value γ was determined from trial
values from 0 to 1.0 at 0.1 interval (10%), and value of 0.4
provided the best prediction for the 10 rebars at the same
depth, and thus used in this study. Contour values for density
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Fig. 8 The inverted cross-section
results comparison: a true rebars
with different sizes of #8, #9,
#10, #11, #14 from left to right,
respectively, b the inverted result
from SH-FWI (black circles
represent the predicted rebars
from the contour map), c the
SAFT result

were also determined in the same fashion with the same γ of
0.4.

With the contour values from Eq. (16), the contours were
automatically generated as shown in Figs. 7b and 8b. The
area within each contour of rebars was determined based on
the number of cells having values larger than the contour
values, and then used to calculate the equivalent diameter of
a round rebar. The inverted diameters from SH-FWI and the
true diameters are compared in Table 1. Vs profiles produced
better estimation of the rebar sizes than the density profiles.
Based on inverted Vs, except for the smallest rebar # 3, the
difference between the inverted and true sizes is less than
30% for 9 rebars (#4 to #14). Based on the top of contours,
the true cover depth of 65 mm is accurately characterized for
all rebars.

For comparison, the SAFT [49] was used on the same
datasets that used for theSH-FWIanalysis. The reconstructed

cross-sections from the SAFT are shown in Figs. 7c and 8c.
It is noted that the SAFT generates a thicker interface at the
back-wall, and a larger depth of 250 mm was used for bet-
ter visibility. The SAFT successfully identities the locations
of all reinforcement however, it cannot distinguish the indi-
vidual rebar sizes. There is no common contour value that
can be used to show all rebars. This is due to the reflec-
tion values from SAFT images are quite different at rebar
locations (particularly in Fig. 7c). The back-wall is identi-
fied at the depth of about 0.20 m. It is worth noting that the
SAFT requires much less computational resources and time,
and therefore, it remains an efficient technique for real-time
structural imaging and inspection. The main limitation of the
SH-FWI analysis is the high computing demand (e.g., 20min
for each data set).

For the two slabs with 10 rebars of various depths, the
reconstructed results from the SH-FWI and SAFT are shown
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Table 1 Comparison of the inverted and true rebar diameters of ten rebars with various sizes (#3 to #14) at the same depth

Rebar number #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #14

True diameter (mm) 9.5 12.7 15.9 19.1 22.2 25.4 28.7 32.3 35.8 43.0

Inverted diameter (mm) from density 18.2 19.9 19.8 20.2 20.4 21.4 22.6 24.4 26.0 31.5

Inverted diameter (mm) from Vs 15.8 16.4 16.7 18.2 19.0 19.4 21.8 24.1 27.8 31.8

Error (%) from density 91.5 56.9 24.6 5.7 − 8.0 − 15.7 − 21.4 − 24.4 − 27.3 − 26.7

Error (%) from Vs 66.3 29.4 5.3 − 4.7 − 14.3 − 23.6 − 24.2 − 25.4 − 22.3 − 26.0

Fig. 9 The inverted cross-section
results comparison: a true rebars
with different embedded depths
of 25 mm, 39 mm, 53 mm,
64 mm, 75 mm from left to right,
respectively, b the inverted result
from SH-FWI (length of vertical
black line represents the inverted
depths), c the SAFT result
(length of vertical black line
represents the inverted depths)

in Figs. 9 and 10, together with the slab photos that show
the rebar locations. The true depths of 25 to 140 mm were
measured from the free surface to the top edge of the rebars,
and shown as the vertical black lines. The inverted SH-FWI
results are shown in Figs. 9b and 10b. All 10 rebars are iden-
tified, and the thickness of slabs is imaged accurately.

Weused the same approach (Eq. 16,withγ of 0.4) to deter-
mine contour values and plot contours as shown in Figs. 9b

and 10b. The area within each contour of rebars was deter-
mined, and then used to calculate the equivalent diameter of
a round rebar. Depths of rebar were determined from the free
surface to the top of each rebar contour. The inverted rebar
sizes and depths are shown in Table 2. Regarding rebar sizes,
the inverted sizes fromVs are again more accurate than those
fromdensity. Based onVs images, the difference between the
inverted and true sizes is less than less than 33% for all 10
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Fig. 10 The inverted
cross-section results comparison:
a true rebars with different
embedded depths of 87 mm,
98 mm, 112 mm, 127 mm,
140 mm from left to right,
respectively, b the inverted result
from SH-FWI (length of vertical
black line represents the inverted
depths), c the SAFT result
(length of vertical black line
represents the inverted depths)

Table 2 Comparison of the inverted and true rebar diameters and depths of ten rebars with the same size (#5) at different depths

True rebar depth (mm) 25 39 53 64 75 87 98 112 127 140

True diameter (mm) 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.9

Inverted diameter (mm) from density 22.8 19.8 20.4 20.8 19.4 19.1 20.7 20.8 19.9 18.5

Inverted diameter (mm) from Vs 19.9 16.7 16.6 18.7 18.2 17.5 20.6 21.0 18.9 16.4

Size error (%) from density 43.3 24.6 28.5 30.8 22.1 20.4 30.1 30.9 25.4 16.2

Size error (%) from Vs 25.4 5.3 4.3 17.9 14.4 10.0 29.3 32.4 18.8 3.3

Inverted depth (mm) from density 22 40 54 62 76 88 102 116 130 144

Inverted depth (mm) from Vs 22 40 54 64 78 88 104 116 130 144

Depth from GPR SAFT (mm) 28 45 59 70 81 94 109 123 136 153

Depth from ultrasonic SAFT (mm) – – 65 68 77 86 105 119 133 –

Depth error (%) from density − 12 2.6 1.9 3.1 1.3 1.1 4.0 3.6 2.3 2.9

Depth error (%) from Vs − 12 2.6 1.9 0 4 1.1 6.1 3.6 2.3 2.9

Depth error (%) from GPR SAFT 12 15.4 11.3 9.3 8 8 11.2 9.8 7.1 9.3

Depth error (%) from ultrasonic SAFT (mm) – – 22.6 6.3 2.7 − 1.1 7.1 6.3 4.7 –
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Fig. 11 IDS C-thrue GPR system: a top view sketch, and b Dual polarization antenna positions

Fig. 12 GPR result of 10 rebar with various sizes (#3 to #14 from left to right) at the same depth: a slab photos, b raw B-scans, and c reconstructed
B-scans using the SAFT

rebars. It noted that the threshold value (γ � 0.4) determined
from the 10 rebars at the same depth (trained data) produced
good results for 10 other rebars at various depths (predicted
data), suggesting it should be used for field data applications.
Regarding rebar depths, the inverted depths from bothVs and
density well agree with the true depths, with less than 12%
difference for all rebars.

The SAFT results are shown in Figs. 9c and 10c, where
seven rebars are imaged at embedded depths from 53 to
127 mm. However, the three rebars at shallower and deeper
depths are not imaged. The deepest rebar is not identified
due to mixing signals reflected from the rebar and back-wall.

The two shallow rebars at depths of 25 mm and 39 mm are
smeared and muted due to signals reflected from these rebars
masked by the dominant surface waves. Using the same con-
cept for plotting contours (Eq. 16 with γ � 0.5 providing
the best depth prediction for ultrasonic SAFT), the predicted
cover depths of the seven imaged rebars are included in
Figs. 9c and 10c and Table 2 for comparison. Apparently,
the SH-FWI results are more accurate. In summary, based
on the comparison of the SH-FWI and SAFT results on the
four slabs, the presented SH-FWI method better character-
izes locations of rebars and distinguishes the sizes of rebars.
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3.3 Comparison to GPR Testing

To further assess the SH-FWI advancement, we conducted
the ground penetrating radar (GPR) test on the same 4 slabs
for comparison. The GPR equipment employed in this study
is a 2-GHz GPR system manufactured by IDS GeoRadar. As
shown in Fig. 11, it has two antennas oriented perpendicular
to each other with a 10-cm spacing distance. The unit has a
multi-touch screen for an embedded PC, an integrated con-
trol unit (DAD), and four wheels for distance measurement.
For data collection on the four slabs (Figs. 12a, 13a), one
GPR survey line was conducted for each slab at the center,
in the direction perpendicular to the rebars. The antennas’
data acquisition parameters were set at 5 A-scans per cm, a
timewindow/range of 12 ns, and digitized to 512 samples per
scan. GPR signals were collected without any gain or further
filter being applied. The collected data were processed using
the GPR SAFT described in [60].

For the two slabs with 10 rebars of various sizes, the raw
GPR B-scans and SAFT images are shown in Fig. 12b and c,
respectively. The cover depth of 10 rebars can be estimated
based on the top of 10 hyperbola (Fig. 12b) or the center of
red regions in SAFT images (Fig. 12b). However, it is almost
impossible to differentiate individual rebar sizes based on
the hyperbolic signatures in raw GPR B-scans or the SAFT
images. Compared to the images shown Figs. 7b and 8b, the
presented 2D SH-FWI method clearly provides much more
information on the rebar sizes.

For the two slabs with 10 rebars at various depths, the raw
GPR B-scans and SAFT images are shown in Fig. 13b and c,
respectively. Like the first two slabs, the existence and cover
depths of rebars can be inferred from the raw B-scans and
SAFT images. Specifically, the cover depths measured from
GPR SAFT images for those rebars are provided in Table
2. The depth values predicted by the SH-FWI method are
more accurate than those measured in GPR SAFT images.
Concerning the parameters used for GPR image reconstruc-
tion, while the time-zero was located at 0.2 ns before the first
positive peak of each A-scan [60], the commonly-used sig-
nal velocity of 0.1 m/ns was selected to perform the SAFT
algorithm [61]. It should be noted that, the selection of these
parameters has a great effect on the cover depths measured
in GPR SAFT images.

Finally, the future work will be the application of the 2D
SH-FWImethod for other concrete defects such as delamina-
tion, cracks, honeycombs, concrete segregation, voids, rebar
debonding, corrosion, or poorly grouted post-tensioning
ducts. As the method characterizes material properties (Vs
and density) in mm-cells, these defects are expected to be
imaged given that the MIRA signals can penetrate. Besides
high frequency data (20–80 kHz) required for high resolution
imaging, lower frequency data (10–20 kHz) may be needed
for full-volume imaging of large structural components.

Fig. 13 GPR result of 10 rebar of the same size at various depths: a slab photos, b raw B-scans, and c reconstructed B-scans using the SAFT
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4 Conclusions

A first-time application of 2D SH-FWI method on ultrasonic
wavefields is presented for determination of rebar locations
and sizes in concrete structures. The method was tested on
four concrete slabswith 10 rebars of various sizes (#3 to # 14)
at the same cover depth of 65 mm, and 10 rebars of the same
size (#5) at various depths (25mm to140mm).The ultrasonic
SH-wave datasets were recorded using a commercial shear-
wave tomography system (MIRA) on the slab surface and
analyzed to rebuild the slab cross-sections. Except for the
smallest rebars, the method was able to determine the sizes
of 95% of rebars (19/20) with less than 33% error, or 80%
of rebars (16/20) with less than 26% error. Cover depths of
all rebars were characterized with less than 12% error. The
ultrasonic SAFT and GPR method were also applied on the
same slabs, and they can only identify the depths of rebars,
but fail to distinguish the rebar sizes. Based on characterized
results, the SH-FWI method is a useful tool for determining
rebar locations and sizes in reinforced concrete structures.
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